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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to establish a necessary

and sufficient condition for the vector-matrix system £= [/!(£) +

B (t) ]x to have solutions of the form Y(t)c{t) where Y{t) is a funda-

mental matrix of solutions of y = A {t)y.

Consider the linear systems

(1) j = A(t)y,

(2) x = [A(t) + B(l)]x,

where x, y are w-vectors and A(t), B(f) are continuous nXn matrices

on [t0, °°). Let Y(t) be a fundamental matrix of solutions of (1) and

put Z(t)= Y-1(t)B(t)Y(t). Let || || denote any appropriate vector-

matrix norm. We establish the following result.

Theorem. Given an arbitrary constant n-vector c, equation (2) has a

unique solution x(t) of the form

(3) x(t) = Y(t)c(t),

where c(t) is an n-vector function satisfying

/* 00

||c(0||cf/ <  oo

if and only if

(5) C\\Z(t)\\dt<«>.
J h

Remark. The sufficiency of condition (5) has been established by

Bebernes and Vinh [l]. (Bebernes and Vinh do not mention that

/(*||c(0||^< °° > but it follows readily from their proof.) Our proof of

the sufficiency of condition (5), while similar to theirs, differs in sev-

eral significant details and is therefore included below.

Proof. First assume that (5) holds. Let c be a given w-vector. Let

X(t) be a fundamental matrix solution of (2) and let the matrix C(t)

be defined by the "variation of parameter" equation X(t) = Y(t)C(t).

It is easily shown that C(t) satisfies
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(6) cn) = zioao.
Integrating and applying Gronwall's inequality, it follows that || C(0||

is bounded on [t0, <*>). Hence (5) and (6) imply that/,^||C(0||^< °°.

Hence /," Cit)dt converges, whence limt-n CH) exists. Denote this

limit by C. By Liouville's theorem

det C(/) = det C(7) exp   I   trace Zis)ds.

Certainly det C(/0) 9^0; by (5) we can let /—►<», concluding that det C

■AO. Take cit) = Cit)C~1c, xit)=Xit)C~1c. The uniqueness of c(i) is

readily established.

Conversely, suppose that given any n-vector c, (2) has a (unique)

solution xit) ol the form (3) satisfying (4). Thus, in particular, given a

nonsingular square matrix C, (2) has a (fundamental) matrix solution

Xit) of the form Xit) = F(/)C(0 where CH) satisfies lim,_>««, CH) = C,

/," ||C(/)||^< °°- Since C(/) must satisfy (6) and since lim,_Mdet C(i)

= det C^O, it follows that det C(/)^0 on [t0, oo). Thus lim,^ C-»(/)

= C~\ whence HO'COll is bounded on [7, °°). Since Z(0 =Cit)C~1it),
it follows that condition (5) holds. This completes the proof.

Related results for scalar equations may be obtained as corollaries.

In particular, consider the nth-order linear scalar equations

n-l

(1*) »« = 2 offlvM,
j-0

(2*) uM = £ [a,(0 + 7(0]«°7
y-o

where the coefficient functions are continuous on [t0, 00). Let ViH),

■ ■ ■ , z>n(0 be a fundamental set of solutions of (1*). Let Wit) denote

their Wronskian. Let WkQ) ik = 1, • • ■ , n) be the determinant ob-

tained by replacing all elements in the &th column of Wit) by zero ex-

cept the element in the nth row which is replaced by 1. Let

n-l

Mit) =  max    X) bjit)vk  it) .

We have the following result.

Corollary. Assume

I On-lit) \dl<   00 .
h
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Given arbitrary constants cx, • ■ • , cn, equation (2*) has a unique solu-

tion u(t) of the form

(3*) u'\t) = £ ck(t)v?(t),       j = 0, ••-,«- 1,
i-l

satisfying

/> oo | 4(0 | dt < =o
h

if and only if

/> oo
| Wk(t)\M(t)dt < oo,        k = 1, • • ■ ,n.

to

Proof. Equations (1*) and (2*) are easily seen to be equivalent,

respectively, to linear systems of the form (1) and (2) with

"0 1     - • •      0    "

0 0    • • •     0

A(t) =        '■

o      6   • • •    i
_aa(t) ax(t) ■ ■ ■ an-x(t)_

-  0 0 • • ■     0    -

0 0 • • •     0

B(t) =        ;

-h(l)      bx(t)   ■ ■ ■ bn-X(t)_

Condition (5) is found to be equivalent to/," (| Wk(t) \ /| W(t) \)M(t)dt

< =o, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Liouville's theorem, together with (7), implies

that the above condition is equivalent to (5*).

Remark. The above corollary sharpens a result of Katz [2] who

assumes that an-i(t) =b„_i(t) =0 on [t0, «), a stronger requirement

than (7).
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